
Senior Centre Without Walls


	Text Field 2: To call into any program: 1. Call 1-800-669-61802. Enter the code 5688073. State your name, followed by the pound (#) key
	Text Field 1: Intergenerational Summit Thank you for attending our Inter-Generational Community Summit on Decreasing the Risk of Social Isolation for Older Adults the week of March 1-5 2021. We had over 100 people attend (over 60% were 55 +),  and over 40 organizations from our region were represented. This was the first event of its kind for the Village.  Please send Maddy and email with any feedback regarding the program at anytime.  To register for SCWW email madison.finney@canadorecollege.ca or  leave a voicemail  at 705- 474-7600 ext. 7989   
	Text Field 9:  Do you  hear the birds chirping in the morning and the green grass starting to show?  Spring is here and I am loving every second of it... are you?   I hope you are taking every chance you can to get outside and enjoy some sunshine and fresh air after being inside for so long!  April calendar will continue on as normal, minus Tuesday at 6:30pm the program has been removed in hopes you can enjoy the evening sun walking or sitting on your deck!  Emily will continue to join us for programming until the end of April when her semester is over and then she will graduate!    The Village at Canadore College hopes that staying connected and staying well!  Please invite friends or family to join!  The only requirements to register for this FREE PROGRAM  is that you are 55+ and have a phone!  
	Month: April  
	Text Field 22:                                      The Program Agenda for April Learn the benefits of yoga- Leslie Price will be giving a presentation on the benefits of yoga,  that everyone can do yoga no matter what their limitations may be. Leslie wants to hopefully dispel some of the myths and misconceptions around yoga! Life before I go Presentation - Interactive workshop on how to deal with your assets and investments before you pass away. How can you structure your investments such that they do not form part of your estate at all and pass directly to your heirs. We will reiterate what happens when you pass away but more importantly what you can do ahead of time to potentially mitigate estate issues for your heirs. Working through the kitchen presentation - Easy recipes, grocery shopping tips and nutritional information.   It will come with an E-cookbook that will be sent after the presentation.     Scattergories  - Scattergories is a game that uses 1 letter and a category each round.  With the letter and category you try to come up with an answer for each question in the time alloted!  
	Meet the one behind the phone title: The One Behind the Phone! 
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	Text13: I am Maddy Finney your SCWW Coordinator! April is a big month for Myla... She turns 3 on April 27th!!!!!!!! The pictures I have added are from when she was an itty bitty puppy to her most recent pictures as an almost 3 year old.  It is crazy to think she is 3 already!  Don't worry she will be spoiled just like a human for her birthday.   We have been enjoying all of the extra sunshine.  We have been going for nice long walks after work and the odd night we will go for a run.  Myla, Brandon and I love spending time outside together!  Do you like the outdoors?    


